
Summer@Sea Noordwijk
Optimally enjoy the summer right here by the sea
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Pure relaxation

The perfect place for summer by the sea! At 1200 meters you will find the quiet beach of Noordwijk. Simply rent
bikes from the bungalow park, cycle to Noordwijk Boulevard in 10 minutes or to the beach in 5 minutes, walk with
your toes in the sand and look at the rolling waves.
Breakfast on the terrace in the garden

For the children there is a large playground and a jeu de boules court in the bungalow park. Start your day with
breakfast on the terrace, breathe in the fresh air and make plans for the day! There is also a bread roll service in the
bungalow park, which is pure holiday feeling. The garden is large and fenced so you have plenty of privacy. The
barbecue is ready for you and with the lounge set, deck chairs and garden furniture with parasol you will find a place
to enjoy the outdoors all day long. Preparing a meal is no problem in the well-equipped kitchen, including a
dishwasher. And if the weather doesn&#39;t permit it, the cozy dining table is a great alternative for dining together.
The living room is comfortably furnished. There are two bedrooms, one with a double bed and the second with a
bunk bed. The bathroom has a shower, toilet and sink.
You can park your car in the central parking lot.
Celebrate summer here

Here you can really enjoy a summer by the sea. Discover the beautiful hiking and cycling routes in the dune area. Or
take a city trip to Leiden or The Hague. In the evening, enjoy the sunset on the beach in the sparkling sea... Celebrate
your Summer@Sea here!

Aktuelle Preise finden sie auf unserer Homepage.
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